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On In  
  



 

BLOWBACK....blows back 
Antar so successful you were at bringing the sunshine last month, will your skills stand up to the 

month of August?! The GM and Little Blow are particularly grateful for organising such good weather 

for their wedding as the hash are for getting the sea side run right (written a week before have I just 

tempted the mother of sod, the law of? I hope not!). Thank you too everyone for all your best wishes; 

we will be celebrating with you soon! 

 

B@stard, scribes now sorted for the rest of the year – excellent and Hares – see Kermit! 

Just one more Herald to come before the next mismanagement committee takes the strain. Full details 

of the AGPU to be confirmed but a reminder that it will be from the Milton Brewery (now in 
Waterbeach) on Sunday the 22nd of September. 

In this Herald we say thank you to Umplebum – Mike Umpleby – first run #187. ON-ON Umps, we 

drink to you and you will not be forgotten. 

 

Blowback 

 

 

  

                                 Just to fill a bit of wasted space 



The Midsummer Dream 

At 10.59.55 exactly  
Outside the St Radegund  
In City Centre Cambridge  
(aka flatland streets)  
Two groups of runners face each other  
In preparation for a midsummer jaunt  
Around the pubs and paths of Cambridge. 
Clockwise or clockunwise  
The direction is for you to choose  
Drinking beer or drinking water  
Some of us don’t touch the booze! 
Clockwise or clockunwise  
Its a 17 mile and 5 pint run  
Or is it 5 miles and 17 pints?  
Or to the first pub and sit in the sun. 
On, On! from pub to pub we run  
On, On! go the cries of the Hash  
And if thirsty in the midsummer sun  
Under the hedge there’s an emergency stash 

Down one pint and then another  
5 miles to the next  
Running ensures alcohol fuelled good humour  
Pleasantly tipsy, not vexed. 
And the hot curry!  
Not your usual athletic energy food  
Isotonic drink and energy bars  
To keep you running good  
But curries hot with steam 
Fuel our Midsummer Dream 

But afore ye go!  
Important information  
 

 
  

A pub has been changed  
From our usual destination  
The Pub in Beer is the Anchor not the Dolphin!  
Four pints, one hot curry and 15 miles later  
Remember the instruction  
The Pub in Beer is the Anchor not the Dolphin  
The Beer in the Pub is the Anchor in the Dolphin  
The Anchor on the Dolphin is the Beer in the Pub  
The Poisons in the Vessel with the Pestle  
The Flagon with the Dragon is the brew that is true  
Phew!  
Passed that test  
Only a few miles the end to reach  
Meet up with the rest  
Back in the St Radegund 
Or for dinner, a curry in the Wrestlers 



  

 



 

  

 

 



 

  

 
 

 

                I can do this with boulders as well 

     I bet you can’t guess what I put in it? 

     Have you any idea what we’re eating?  

 
   Research volunteer into Antarctic survival gear 

equipment 



Run 1808 - Three Blackbirds, 
Woodditton 
Hare - Debonaire 

Scribe - Big Blouse 

We had visitors; From the very lovely Surrey Hash: 

 Tequil’over 

 Chunderos 

 Gibber (Gurney?) 

 Mrs G 

 

Look – they’ve even got a half reasonable Web sh*te too - surreyh3 

..and randomly we also had a holidaying Harriette from the Sydney Hash; Captain Knockers 

 

The Words 

The trouble with writing up a run report some 3 weeks + after the event is the fact that the effluxion of 

time and tide is a great leveler for detail, fact and accuracy. Also, it’s worth bearing in mind, that 

according folk lore and current climate reports the world is getting warmer and will eventually become 

too hot to sustain life, thus rendering all human endeavour as ultimately pointless………………. Just 
thought I’d get the run write up in some sort of context for you all. 

Anyway, as it was Harriettes month, the Lovely Debonaire and Double Top had picked a splendid 

pub in the Three Blackbirds a beautiful 17th century establishment thatched in traditional Norfolk read 

and offering a wonderful selection of real ales. The ceilings & beams were not classed as “tall” friendly 

and as I am over 1.8m high, I was forced to submit a risk assessment in order to just randomly walk 

about the place. 

The circle was loosely prodded into action and the unseasonal warmth and a yellow thing suspended in 

mid air (later identified as a burning gaseous ball called “the sun”) was obviously some form of 

unspoken clarion call and the hash answered in their droves. 

Also, we were graced by a group of well-toned athletes in the form of the Surrey Hash (at least that’s 

what Tequil’over told me there were at any rate) in the form of the aforementioned Tequil’over, 

complemented beautifully with Chuderos, Gibber & Mrs G. Obviouly old friends to some of CH3’s 

more er…’experienced’ hashers it was good to see Bear, Gold Flinger & Pugwash nattering with old 

friends. Also, gracing us wth her presence was the very smashing Captain Knockers from the Sydney 

Harriettes 

What can I remember about the trail?, very little, truth be told but I do remember that previous trails 

were very different and this one wasn't at all predictable and had a few of us totally confused - well 

done those hares! 

I think the trail was about 5 miles in total, but hell, it was good, warmish and full of unhinged but 
reasonably harmless fellow hashers and the beer was excellent - what more can you ask for? 

Stand in RA Legover did a wonderful job of blaming folk for all sorts and Down Down's were awarded 

in a very long and interesting circle to: 

 

 Tequil'over - For being a bit too good on the f*****g bugle (eat your heart out Les Dawson) 

 Potty - For being "Potty about Ale" (he got 'Finger in your ear' for that) 

 Ferret - For a rant in the previous month's Herald 

 Slaphead for groping - Actually in Slapheads' defence, he was probably just measuring a 

female Harriette to sell her an insane amount of hash clobber (and always remember - Never 

shake hands with Slaphead, he may have sold you a glove in the process..............) 

 Deep Shit - for unbridled athleticism 

 Dances with Wasps - for wearing 'unflattering shorts' 

 Captain Knockers and Double Top - For excessive boobage 

 Your humble scribe Big Blouse - apparently for having the temerity to suggest on Facebook 

that the run would 'obviously' be a long & hard trail - I thought I was being most fair 

TBH...............ho hum 

http://www.surreyh3.org/sh3onsec/pages/sh3onsec.php
http://www.thethreeblackbirdswoodditton.co.uk/
https://sites.google.com/site/sydneyharriettes2
https://sites.google.com/site/sydneyharriettes2


 Tequil'over also took command of the circle and awarded a Down Down to Big 

Blouse and Ferret (?? I think) for comparing Garmin mileage data 

 Gibber - for leading an interesting serenade about the forthcoming Surrey Hash's 2000th R*n. 

 And finally, Three Swallows was given a special T-Shirt from Bear (NB - I hope the next bit is 

accurate, but I guess someone will give me a mass bollocking for getting it wrong) for the only 

time the Hash has been allowed to Run from or near an open Prison - it Transpires that 3 

Swallows er 'knew' the prison somehow and the T Shirt had a special connection. 
 

All in all, a fine r*n & great day 

On On 
Big Blouse 
 

 

Run 1813 - Chequers, Orwell 
Hare - Googly and Kermit 

Scribe - Lady Slipstream 

Sunday 30th June, to be remembered as the day summer arrived! 26C, blue skies and the rolling hills 

of the Hertfordshire countryside; if we could manage to keep our English heads (who said head...!) and 

not drop with heat stroke this was set to be a great run. 

The pack, clearly exhausted at the thought of moving, were less than enthusiastic to start, but with a 

push and yell from the Grand Master we got our arses up the road to the first check point. The 

Hares, Googly and Kermit did a great job of keeping everyone together, well until we reached the 

great Chalk Pits of Orwell that is. The athletes bound up the scree to the meadows at the top, the rest 

of us scrambled and scraped our way up, moaning of injuries, beer induced colds and general apathy 

at having to climb a ‘hill’, we’re from Cambridge you know! The run went from strength to strength 

after that, despite sending me through a bush of nettles into a Bulls field – nice touch hares, you 

bastards! A moist pack arrived back to a lovely inn for some much needed lubrication (that’s what she 

said). 

 
The circle was formed and the following were called: 

 A note to the hares for a cracking trail 

 Little Blow was called in by Blowback for admiration at the fact that she made the hash the day 

after her hen do – more than he’d done after his Stag do! 

 Taxidermist was accused mounting animals again – bestiality’s best boys…! 

 Oliver was pulled up for listening to his wife, even when she was confused and mistaken about the 

direction of the trail 

 While you’re down there revealed Wrong Key’s for his black testicles 

 Kermit – Ooh La La! 

 A charge by Crappy Nappy brought Klinger in for a bit of road rage with an Audi R8 

 Potty was shamed for stealing flowers from a grave – Necrophilia’s best boys…! 

 This week’s Potty award went to Blowback 

 Another to Blowback for being a check point hugging bastard - check it out for f*****g self, don’t 

just stand there. 

 Our International hashers were appreciated for their array of t-shirts – Mother Tucker I believe 

you were the source of this one? 

 If there were others, I’m sorry, I wasn’t paying attention. 

 

And a special mention goes to our beer master Benghazi for completing his 1000th run – he’s true 

blue! …Pedro keep an eye on the stats next time though hey! 

 

On On! 

Lady Slipstream 



What CH3 do while away 

                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            She could get a reputation, whoever she is.                               Danish Nash Hash Odense  

 

 



 

 

                                                                                                                          

                                   

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                         Wanna buy a second hand chariot 

                                                At last! I got my tap fixed 

In 1272, the Arabic Muslims invented the 

condom, using a goat’s lower intestine. 

In 1873, the British refined the idea by taking the 

intestine out of the goat first. 

 

 

              LONDON 2000TH  



Run 1812 - Wilburton Beer festival, Wilburton 

Hare - Taxi and Lightning 

Scribe - B@stard 

It was a grey day with dark clouds scudding over an even darker sky. When we got 

there, Taxidermist came over and explained that while he was laying the trail his plaster had come 

off his wound and bled a bit, well, a lot really, he said his boot was full of blood! He also mentioned 

that because of this some of the trail wasn’t laid! Dave the Rave (or Isaac as he’s now known) was 

given instructions as to where the trail went. Sensibly, I listened in on the conversation which resulted 

in myself and Hangover Blues front running for a while. 

 

Taxi actually managed to get a slightly different trail out of the village – something that has only 

happened once before when Gorilla organised an A to B. By 11.55 I found myself at the back of the 

pack, for a change, and followed El Rave back to the beer festival to listen to some music (a young 

lady who sounded very like Amy Winehouse and did a couple of covers as well). 

Umps came along for the second week running – it was good to see him in such good spirits. There 

were a couple of visitors who I can’t remember and Geordie Mike, who was at the Icehouse, got 

recognised for his second hash. There were countless down downs with the whole Whittle family 

indulging in nepotism. 

 

As usual, a good day out and well done to Taxi for a trail laid under adverse conditions. 

 

Onwards B@ 

 

Run 1814 - White Hart, Alconbury Weston 

Hare - Great White Hope, El Rave and B@stard 

Scribe - Bedsoars 

Uhm. What happened. We have had the run, and the circle, an several beers. Now they ask me to do 

the run writeup. First of all, this is the first post ‘Umps run, and fittingly we had a minutes silence to 

remember this long standing brave hasher, who finally lost his battle for life this week. 

 

On On to the first turnback. We should know by now that not crossing the ford will only having us 

coming back, even if we have to re-cross the river on the bridge. After that I just remember several 

false trails and a few lanes in the oppressive sunshine that has finally come to our country. ( sorry if 
‘Our Country’ has been over used by some politician) . 

Just before we got back to the pub, we had a beer stop, with snacks arranged by the hares. 

Back at the pub the landlord allowed me to open a credit account until computer arrived to clear it. He 
must think I have an honest face!. 

Finally in the circle we toasted the hares. Legover found a few people to award pints to. He also 

gave Su a dry cuddle which I am sure was on behalf of us all. I know we are all with her at this time. 

Finally we came to the highlight of the afternoon the 100 club monthly draw. The booby prize being 

won by Googly . A new member was recruited in the guise of Legover. More power for the 2000th 

Run fund. 

 

Was it a CLASSIC? 

On On Toed Bedsoares 
 

  MANY THANKS TO ALL WHO CONTRIBUTED PHOTOS, WRITTEN CONTRIBUTIONS AND MEMORIES TO 

THIS HERALD.                                SLAPHEAD – AUGUST  EDITHARE 



Cuming Runs 

August 2013 

All runs start at 11 am               Latest details www.ch3.co.uk                            Hare raiser Kermit 

Run 1818: August 4th     

The Carpenters Arms Great Wilbraham CB21 5JD   carpentersarms                 

Hare: Klinger  

Run1819 August 11th 

The Cock Inn Clare, CO10 8PX 

Hare: Hold it for me  

Run 1820 August 18th    

The Blue Lion in Hardwick CB23 7QU bluelionhardwick.co.uk 

Hares: Cruella De Hash & Beerstop 

Run1821 August 25th     

TBA  

Hares: Daffadildo & Doggistyle 

 

  

 

YOU NEED TO LAY A RUN! 

     SOON 

http://www.ch3.co.uk/

